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SW DEVELOPER
DOES THIS SOUND LIKE YOU?
You love a fun, relaxed, respectful and supportive work environment. With a little bit of edge to it.
You want to practice your craft in a reasonable project environment, typically Agile with reasonable
management of uncertainty.
You thrive on “new” and “flexible”. Flex time and flex location are desirable too.

AND….
You want your work to be meaningful. You interact with your customers and end users as
much as possible and you like going on site.
You love learning. You are energized by new technologies, domains, process and people.
You share your knowledge freely and thrive on mentoring and being mentored.
You love heads down focus and smashing through gnarly technical challenges. But you also
crave the bigger picture that comes with understanding the customer’s business.
You think like a project manager and a business analyst too.
You are a budding entrepreneur; you soak up exposure to the business landscape and
operations like a wet sponge and you like to contribute beyond your “day job”.
You like variety.
You appreciate Agile Scrum.
You "own your own experience" at work; you create a professional yet fun and positive work
environment.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPER WANTED!
Today we are seeking an experienced intermediate to senior-level C# Developer for an interesting
project. This is a contract position with potential to convert to permanent.
Note that our needs change frequently, so even if you don’t have C# experience, we still want to
hear from you! All levels of experience. Desirable experience includes some combination of:
HTML5, AngularJS, jQuery, JavaScript and various .js frameworks, C#.NET, Python, PHP,
React, C#.NET, Linux, Java, Oracle and SQL Server.
Deployment frameworks such as OpenShift, Docker, Kubernetes, AWS and MS Azure, TFS
and VSTS.
Test frameworks including Geb, Spock, Protractor, SpecFlow.
Experience with GitHub and Open Source projects.
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In addition to software development, the role will include some or all of:
Agile Scrum process, including story estimation, sprint planning, daily standups, demos and
retrospectives.
Architecture.
Project planning, including work breakdowns, estimation and development planning.
Business Analysis. Collaborating with the customer and project team to help define their
solution and breaking the development down into epics and stories.
Developer testing and code reviews.

ARE YOU OUR NEXT ROK STAR?
If this description has resonated with you at all then we want to hear from you. Reach out; tell us why
it’s a great fit! Let’s talk.

EMAIL US AT: ROKSTARS@ROKSOFTWARE.COM

ABOUT ROK
ROK Software provides custom software solutions to an interesting and diverse set of customers.
Our mission is to be the most respected, trusted, and preferred provider of software solutions by
being fully engaged with our clients, understanding their challenges and business objectives and
providing only the highest value, highest quality of service and solutions. We remove the risk and
hassle of software development so our customers can focus on building their business.
We attract the best software professionals, providing an excellent work environment and meaningful
work; work directly connected to the value we deliver to our customers.
We offer flex time and remote working. We celebrate the successes. And we encourage fun on and
off the job <insert your ideas here!>.
If you thrive on variety, a great work environment and interacting with your customers and end users
then this is the place for you.
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